
AnglePlay®  

Template Holder 

By Julie Luoma 



Supplies: 

 

1 yard fabric for outside 

6”x28” Mesh for pocket 

2/3 yard fabric for flap 

11.5”x28” fusible stabilizer or batting, 

Elastic 

Fabric marking chalk or pen/pencil 

Ruler 

Rotary cutter/cutting board 

6-8” elastic hair band  or other elastic cord 

 

Cut: 

 

Outside fabric – 27”x30”  

Flap fabric—

20”x27.5”  

Mesh for pock-

et—6” x 28” 

Stabilizer or 

batting—11.5”x28” 

 

Off the Wall Quilt 
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AnglePlay® Template Holder Pattern 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplies: 

 

1 yard fabric for outside 

6”x28” Mesh for pocket 

2/3 yard fabric for flap 

11.5”x28” fusible stabilizer or batting, 

Elastic 

Fabric marking chalk or pen/pencil 

Ruler 

Rotary cutter/cutting board 

6-8” elastic hair band or other elastic cord 

 

Cut: 

 

Outside fabric – 27”x30”  

Flap fabric—20”x27.5”  

Mesh for pocket—6” x 28” 

Stabilizer or batting—11.5”x28” 

 

Prepare pieces: 

 

Main Body: 

Batting or stabilizer 1” from 

Crease 
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Stitch 1/4” on each side of the marked lines, from top to bottom of the main body through 

all layers. 

 

10 inches 5 inches 7 inches 7 inches 
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Stitch 1/4” on 

both sides of 

Pocket: 

 

Turn one long edge of the pocket piece down ¼” and stitch in place. 

 

Flap: 

Fold the flap fabric in half the long way, right sides together.  Using a plate or bowl, round the 

two corners opposite the folded edge.  A couple of pins near the curved edges will help to keep 

everything in place. 

 

Stitch a 1/4” seam from one folded edge around the curved sides towards the other side, stop-

ping 2” and back stitching a couple of stitches. 

 

Turn the flap right sides out and press the opening edges neatly turned in 1/4”  Press a crease 

into the top edge.  Top stitch ¼” from one creased edge around the curved edges to the other 

side. 
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Flap 

Stitch 1/4” from the top edge 

Lay the piece with the pocket facing up and the flap 

up out of the way. 

 

Turn the edges of the main body in 1/2” and press a 

crease.  Reopen edges. (A) 

  

At the bottom corners, fold the points to the corner 

of the pocket, pressing firmly with your fingers.  (B) 

 

Fold the angled corner edge you just made to 

slightly overlap the corner of the of the pocket, 

again pressing firmly with your fingers and pin in 

place. (C) 

 

Fold the sides and bottom edge of the main piece in 

on the creases and then fold over once more, cov-

ering the sides of the pocket piece.  Fold the same 

edges over again, overlapping the pocket piece. 

At the corners, check to see that the folded edges 

are meeting correctly. 

 

Starting at the top 

edge with the flap 

With the pocket up, center the flap with the creased edge even with the creased edge of the 

Main piece 

Pocket 

A 

B 

C 
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